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Why haven’t any systems or solutions 
transformed the industry yet?
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Why has manufacturing never
taken off for construction?







Platforms bridge the gap between 
manufacturing and construction





A Platform-based approach to construction





A platform approach means we will use digitally 
designed components across multiple types 
of asset and apply those components 
wherever possible, minimising the need to 
design bespoke components.

For example, a single component could be used 
as part of a school, hospital, prison building or 
station.

The three principles are:
1. Design for manufacture;
2. Use a Platform approach;
3. Open for manufacture, use and procurement.





What will we all get out of it?





“Platforms could achieve a 33% reduction 
in capital cost”





How do we achieve this?



“The designer grants the Client an 
irrevocable, royalty-free, worldwide and 

non-exclusive licence in perpetuity to use, 
copy and reproduce the Materials for any 

purpose whatsoever.”









Each Industrial Revolution results in an increase in jobs



Automated design



Platforms = RULES

RULES = Automated Design



What do we mean by automated design?
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Automated Design =



BIM

Architect
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Contractor

Client

Operator Structural Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Today =



Data 
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BIM

Digital Manufacture

VR+AR

IoT Algorithmic Simulation

Mathematical Modelling

Geo-spatial analysis
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Rapid Engineering Model for 
Highways England 

Design Configuration Tool for 
Pre-fabricated Schools

Accelerated design for 
Platform-based Buildings

Automated design
Towards a platforms approach

Configuration Tool for 
Precision Manufactured Housing 



Rapid Engineering Model for Highways England



Accelerated design for Platform-based Buildings



Select solutions rather than develop options



Optimise site layouts using a genetic algorithm



Digital assembly from a known library of components



The architecture of automated 
construction



A platforms approach is an enabler
of automated design and construction
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